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The HAKHA Movement
In the Name of Ahura Mazda
Greetings to all freedom loving people, especially the people of Ancient Land of Iran
This message from Central Committee of HAKHA Movement is to all Athletes of Ancient and
Sacred Land of Iran.
During Iran’s history, numerous self- sacrificing people have saved Iran’s proud Lion & Sun flag
from enemies, so that our athletes can raise it with pride after their triumphs. Iranian athletes
have always known The Lion & Sun flag as a symbol of their principles and have sacrificed
themselves for it. However, unfortunately in the past 26 years, people have not been able to save
it from hands of Mullahs.
Now, the responsibility of restoring Iranian prestige and raising The National Iranian Flag that is
the fruit of sacrifices of heroic Iranians such as Kaveh Ahanghar, Babak Khorramdin and Arash
Kamanghir is on your shoulders. Our beloved country in order to get liberated from the bloody
claws of these tyrannical Mullahs and be able to once again raise The Lion & Sun Flag needs
your sacrifices.
People of Iran are determined with their unity and national uprising, liberate their country from
the rule of these tyrant Mullahs and their supporters and then with complete freedom, in a
democratic referendum choose their future government and by establishing a government based
on freedom, charter of Human Rights and separation of State and Religion, take Iran out of
isolation and return it to global society, so that once again Iran can proudly exist under The Lion
& Sun Flag. In case at 10:00 AM on June 16th 2005, the time of the uprising, these tyrants are
still in power, the heroic uprising of People of Iran will be like a flood that will engulf all cities
and provinces where all women, youth and other freedom seeking Iranians will join together, so
that with this popular uprising neutralize any resistance from Mullahs forces and their supporters
and take control of power.
Now more than ever, women and youth of Iran need the help of you, brave athletes. Therefore
we request that you protect your compatriots from the Mullahs and their supporters and do not
allow them to be harmed.

We wish ever increasing good health and success for you all.
On behalf of the HAKHA Movement for freedom and democracy
Dr. Ahura-Pirouz Khaleghi Yazdi
May 16, 2005
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